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Peterborough Integrated Renewables Infrastructure (PIRI)
•
•

PIRI combines a next generation heat network, electricity network and EV infrastructure in
one holistic scheme aimed at contributing to Net Zero carbon while reducing energy bills
PIRI brings together energy generation, demand and storage, unlocking efficiencies not
deliverable under traditional energy systems, and serving as a blueprint for other cities
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The Corporate Energy Strategy
The core of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough’s Energy Strategy is to focus on these six areas. In addressing these focus areas, we will
deliver several outcomes set out on the following page, recognising that each area is mutually supportive with many interdependencies.

Our Six Strategic Focus Areas
1.Low Carbon Energy

4. Managing Cost

Exploiting local availability of fuels, maximising
use of renewables and make best use of our
assets to generate low carbon electricity and heat
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2. Local Generation and Supply
Creating the infrastructure to supply local energy
to consumers, within our area, reducing
dependence on imports from other areas.
Developing strength and depth in our commercial
activity.
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3. Energy Efficiency
Reducing consumption and waste, helping to
make supplies go further.
Embedding a demand management approach.
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Reducing energy costs through collective
purchasing, contract negotiations, data analytics
and the Internet of Things (IoT).
Developing a range of forward looking data and
insight to guide our choices.
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5. Generating Income
Generating income through selling electricity and heat
to local consumers, and maximising access to
financial incentive schemes for low carbon projects.

6. Sustainable Growth
Integrating energy and digital infrastructure
with transport and housing to strategically
manage supply and demand for energy in a
sustainable way. Taking a system wide and
long term view.
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PIRI explores cross-vector interactions between
heat, electricity and transport
Electricity infrastructure:
• Smart solutions on the distribution network
• Integration via local private network
Heat – electricity benefits
• Trench sharing to reduce upfront
cost
• Low-cost electricity for heat
network plant
• Combined heat & electricity sales
/ Energy as a service
• Grid responsive heat pumps &
thermal storage
• Distributed generation & batteries
for heat network management

PIRI project benefits:
✓ Cross-vector interaction &
innovation
✓ Cost savings for consumers

Electricity – transport benefits
• Lower capacity (cost) connection via
load management
• Smart & flexible vehicle charging for
network management / Vehicle-to-grid
• Maximising local consumption of
distributed generation
• Low-cost electricity for vehicle charging
• Mobility and energy as a service
combined offering
• Reduced wait time for network
connection

✓ Pathway to net zero
✓ Replicability
Heat network:
• Heat from Energy from
Waste plant
• Water source heat pump
from the River Nene

Transport projects:
• Bus depots
• Vehicle fleet charging
• Vehicle charging ‘hubs’
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A variety of low-carbon and renewable energy
sources are accessible through the PIRI scheme
EXISTING

FUTURE ENERGY ASSETS

LARGE-SCALE SOLAR & WIND INSTALLATIONS

ENERGY ASSETS

ROOFTOP SOLAR PV

RIVER-SOURCE HEAT PUMPS (NENE)
ENERGY RECOVERY FACILITY

ELECTRICITY SOURCE
HEAT
GROUND-SOURCE HEAT PUMPS

SOURCE

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL RENEWABLE HEAT RECOVERY
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Timelines
• Phil
• reliance on ERF long term, capacity etc
• Estimated introduction of new renewables etc
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PIRI
Minister for Business, Energy and Clean Growth,
Kwasi Kwarteng, said: “Every corner of the UK
has a part to play as we eliminate our
contribution to climate change entirely by 2050.
This innovative project in Peterborough will
deliver energy savings and reduce carbon
emissions – a win-win for communities and the
environment.”
Rob Saunders, Challenge Director, Prospering
from the Energy Revolution, UKRI said: “This
innovative project provides new approaches to
delivering our net zero commitments by
delivering cleaner, cheaper energy services while
creating more prosperous and resilient
communities.
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PIRI will…
Demonstrate how UK skills can transform our Urban Centres to deliver our 2050 objectives and maximises the use of
wasted resources to help pave the way for a future fully circular economy

• Provides jobs - Using CITB's Labour Forecasting Tool,
c50 FTE positions with a further 5 - 10 FTE positions
for the operation, maintenance, expansion and
customer service of the scheme
• Support the Local Economy - A high level Local
Multiplier 3 (LM3) model to assess how the capital
spent on PIRI will generate local economic impact and
benefit to communities shows that for every £1 spent,
PIRI will generate an additional £2.05 in the local area
and as such provide a total local economic value of
£69.63m

• Aim to deliver an 80% drop in CO2 emissions in 2030,
whilst cutting energy bills by up to a quarter.Facilitate
Peterborough’s transition to net zero by 2030
• Develop a distributed, input agnostic design – not
reliant on single source
• Enable new renewables to come on line
• Provide capacity for expansion and the growth of the
city
• Deliver needed infrastructure for the future
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Questions

13km

30

25GWh

of network by 2030, with the
potential to expand to 26km by
2035

buildings served with low-carbon
heat by 2030, with up to 75
connected by 2035

of heat supplied to connected
buildings annually by 2030, up to
60GWh by 2035

1st

80GWh

80-90%

annual electricity demand
identified for connection to lowcarbon power network

CO2 emissions savings, or up to
200,000 tonnes of CO2 abated
over 40 years

The largest Smart City Energy
Regeneration Project in the UK
and the first Integrated solution

